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Iv. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

In the following table the parameters of the new codes are 
compiled. In the column headed by d, the minimum distance 
bounds of [8] are given: 

Example 4 

1 [72,41,12] 10-14 
5 [74,43,11] 10-14 
4 [77,14,30] 29-32 
3 [78,13,32] 31-33 
2 [99,35,24] 22-32 

Remark: In [5] new [120-41,50-31,241 codes are constructed 
for i =  0,1,2,3,4, as well as a [96,33,24] code. These codes may 
be obtained in the same way as the [99,35,24] code in Example 2. 
These codes were found independently and simultaneously by 
Ying Cheng [3]. 

are carefully defined and bounded. A reasonably practical convolutional 
coding scheme is described and simulated. Finally, some codes for a bursty 
defect channel are described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
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In this paper we continue the investigation of the defect 
channel (without random errors) and additive linear codes. These 
codes, described in Section II, can be taken to be block or 
convolutional codes. We  not only study the combinatorial prop- 
erties of these codes, but also obtain good bounds on the result- 
ing error probability when they are used on a defect channel 
(Section III). In Section IV we show how convolutional codes 
may be implemented with a modest computational complexity 
and give the results of some simulations that show the trade-offs 
between various parameters. In Section V we consider the prob- 
lem of defects that occur in bursts. 

II. ADDITIVE CODING 

On Coding for “Stuck-At” Defects 
J. MARTIN BORDEN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND 

A. J. VINCK, MEMBER,  IEEE 

The channel behavior is modeled using a ternary source which 
produces a sequence d  = (d,, d,, . . . ) of independent random 
variables, where 

i 

0, with probability f/2 
d,= 1, with probability f/2 (1) 

7  ., with probability 1  - f. 
The meaning is that if d, = ?, then the channel is noiseless at time 
i (output = input), whereas if di = 0 or 1, then the output will be 
di irrespective of the input. It is assumed that the encoder has 
full knowledge of the actual output of this source (although in 
practice it will examine only a finite segment before initiating 
decisions), but that the decoder knows nothing at all about d, it 
is not even aware of its statistical properties. 

Consider now an n X n invertible matrix, and partition its 
rows into two sets of k and r = n - k rows. Similarly, partition 
the columns of its inverse, and give names to the submatrices as 
in the following equation: 

Ahsfract -Additive linear codes for use on the defect channel-a model 
for computer memories with stuck-at defects-are studied. Basic proper- Ikl 0  
ties of both block and convolutional codes are given. Error probabilities [ I ; [Hi / H i] = j-:-i 
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case of block codes these are elements of GF (2), and in the case 
of convolutional codes these are elements of GF (2) ID], binary 
polynomials in D. In the latter case there is an implicit require- 
ment that the inverse matrix have polynomial entries. Also in this 
case we must work with the binary coefficients of the polynomi- 
als, as usual, for the purpose of using a binary channel. Having 
done this, we will find no differences, other than notational, in 
describing the basic attributes of the two types of codes. 

The linear additive coding scheme is now simply described. 
Information sequences are put in one-to-one correspondence with 
the words of C: the information sequence II is associated with 
UC. Note that II is recoverable via right multiplication by Hh, 
and this, in fact, is always the procedure followed by the decoder. 
The encoder, however, observes the channel behavior through d, 
and if it happens that some dj equaling 0 or 1 differs from the 
corresponding (UC);, then the encoder knows that there will be 
decoding errors. It therefore tries to add an element of the left 
nullspace of Hi to UC to match exactly the 0,l entries of d. If 
this is possible, then the message will be decoded without error. 
Now observe that the left nullspace of Hh is C,,, elements of the 
form zGO. We summarize as follows: 

encode (u); 
1) form UC; 
2) choose z so that UC + zG,, matches the known defects in 

d in as many positions as possible; 
decode ( y); 

1) form ir = yH6. 

When it is possible to match the defects exactly, the received 
y=uG+zGO and P=u. 

This scheme is a linearized version of the original approach of 
Kusnetsov and Tsybakov. If the rows of their array happen to 
form a linear space, then their scheme matches ours with the 
matrix equation being 

for a suitable choice of B. Heegard also studies linear additive 
codes and, additionally, studies partitioning the matrices into 
three parts, the third for the purpose of random error correction. 

We require further terminology. Let d = (d,, d,, . . . ) be a 
sequence of terms from (0, l,?} and let x = (xi, x2, . . . ) be a 
binary sequence. We say that x matches d if di = 0 or 1 implies 
that x, = di. The set of all binary sequences that match d is 
denoted by M(d). For example, M(??OOll) = ((xi x,0011): X, = 
O,l}. Evidently, M(d) is an affine space. 

Let x + d, the addition of a binary and ternary sequence, be 
performed componentwise, with addition of binary symbols hav- 
ing its usual modulo 2 meaning and xi + ? = ?. Observe that if 
any probability distribution is placed on the set of binary se- 
quences { x } and the ternary sequences { d } are distributed as in 
(l), then the resulting distribution on {x + d} is the same as on 
{d }. Next note that step 2 of the encoding may be rephrased as 
choosing c0 E C, so that c0 matches -UC+ d in as many 
positions as possible. Thus from a probabilistic point of view, the 
message sequence u is irrelevant and we must concentrate on the 
code C, and its ability to match a ternary sequence distributed as 
in (1). This is the essential problem. 

We proceed to a dual formulation of this problem. For binary 
x and ternary d we say that x binds d if di = ? implies that 
x, = 0; there is no restriction on the components of x where 
d, = 0 or 1. For example, 001010 binds ??OOll. We also define 
the dot product of x and d as x-d = Xx; (mod2), where the sum 
is over those indices i such that d, =l (the empty sum being 0). 
Finally, put M(d) L = {x: x.y = 0 for all y E M(d)}. 

Theorem I: Let ternary d be given. There exists c,, E C, that 
matches d if and only if every co’ E CO’ that binds d lies in 
M(d)‘. 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

(a) 

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

lb) 

? 1 0 ? ? 1 1 ? 1 ? 1 ? 

? 0 ? ? ? 1 ? ? 0 1 ? ? 

Cc) 
Fig. 1. (a) Some codewords of C, where G,, = (1,lt D). (b) Some code- 

words of C,,’ (c) Some unmatchable defects. 

Proof Fix d. Let a prime symbol after a vector denote the 
result of shortening it by deleting those coordinates i for which 
d, = ?. Let G/, be the matrix obtained from G, by deleting those 
columns i for which dj = ?. The following two statements are 
equivalent by definition: 

a) there is a c,, E C, that matches d, 
b) there is a u such that UC; = d’. 

By standard matrix theory this is equivalent to 

c) if v’ is such that G,$J’ = 0, then v’ . d’ = 0. 

Lengthen vector v’ to a vector v that binds d, that is, given a 
short v’, define the missing coordinates (where di = ?) to be 
ui = 0. Then Gav = G&J’ and v. d = v’ . d’. Hence c) is equivalent 
to 

d) ifvbindsdandG,v=O,thenv.d=O. 

Finally, this is equivalent to 

e) ifvbindsdandvECa’,thenvEM(d)‘. 

For under the hypothesis that v binds d we have v. d = 0 iff 
vEM(d)‘. 

Example I: If d is a binary sequence, that is, every cell is 
defective, then d can be matched by a word of C,, iff d is in C,,. 
On the other hand, every word of CO’ binds d, and we see that d 
is a codeword of C, iff c& . d = 0 for each c& E Cal. 

Example 2: If d is a sequence of ?s, that is, there are no 
defective cells, then it is always possible to find a cc, E C,, to 
match d. On the other hand, the only co’ binding d is co’ = 0, 
which lies in M(d) I. 

Example 3: More generally, suppose that each nonzero I$ E 
C,l has Hamming weight at least dH( C,’ ). Then if d contains 
d,,( CO1 ) - 1 or fewer defects (0,l entries), then the only co’ E Cal 
that binds d is co’ = 0, which lies in M(d) I. Thus d can be 
matched by a c0 E C,,. 

Example 4: Consider a convolutional code C, with generator 
G,,=(l,l+ D)anddualcode Cc,’ withgeneratorH,=(l+D,l). 
A sequence d can be matched by some c,, iff every c$ that binds 
d has co’. d = 0. A sequence d cannot be matched by any cc, if 
some co’- binds d and c& . d = 1. Fig. 1 shows some examples of 
sequences that cannot be matched. 

III. ERRORPROBABILITIES 

Suppose that C,,’ has A, codewords of weight w, and let 
d = d,,(COL) be the minimum (free) distance of Cc,‘. From 
Example 3 we know that the least number of defects (0,l terms 
in d) that can occur and be unmatched by a codeword of C, is 
d. We now show that the error probability of an ideal coding 
scheme behaves as A,fd. 
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At this point we regard all sequences as infinite and think of 
the terms of these sequences as being grouped into consecutive 
n-bit bytes. We have observed that the encoding problem is the 
same as observing a sequence d, distributed as in (l), and finding 
an infinite code sequence based on C, that matches d  “as closely 
as possible.” If C, is a block code, then the code sequence is 
formed by concatenating n-bit bytes which are codewords of C,; 
if C, is a  convolutional code, then these bytes are produced in 
the usual way. 

Let us clarify the phrase “as closely as possible,” which will 
enable us to define the error probability. The encoder has finite 
delay: it must initiate decisions based on the observation of only 
finite segments of d. Suppose the encoder observes j - i con- 
secutive bytes, which are numbered i, i +  1; . ., j -1, of the 
sequence d. These constitute n(j - i) locations in d  (and we 
assume that these bytes are synchronized with code-sequence 
bytes). Let pii be the minimum, taken over all code sequences c0 
from C,,, of the number of positions among these bytes where 
d, = 0 or 1 but co, #  d,. A slightly different point of view is that 
we assume that no defects exist outside of these n(j - i) loca- 
tions, and we seek a c0 E C,, for which dH( CA, d’) (in the nota- 
tion of Theorem 1) is minimal; this minimum is pij. The { pii} 
constitute a stochastic process that is a  (complicated!) determinis- 
tic function of the process d. Certainly, 0  5 pi. 4  n(j - i), and 
7;~ d  is stationary, the distribution of (pi, j ;s, the same as 

r+l,J+l} (we will assume that the least index I is larger than 
the memory of the code to avoid start-up effects). Moreover, 
when i <  I< j, we  have pir + plj 5  pii. This can be seen as 
follows. Choose ca to solve the pi, problem, i.e., dH( ch, d’) =  pij. 
Since c0 is a candidate for the solution of both the pLil and the 
p,, problems, it causes at least II,/ mismatches in the first I - i 
bytes and at least pli mismatches in the next j - 1  bytes. Thus 
the total number of mismatches in j - i bytes, pii, is at least as 
large as pLi, +p,,. A process with these properties is termed 
superadditive and it is known [8] that the random variable 

exists almost everywhere and in L,. (We may take, e.g., i, to be 
one more than the memory of the code). Moreover, its expecta- 
tion, which we call the error probability, satisfies 

Fe = E( P,) =  sup E( pjoi)/n( j - i,). 
j> i, 

We interpret 7, as the expected fraction of mismatches per 
channel bit by an ideal encoder that is restricted to observe only 
(arbitrarily large) finite segments of d. 

If C,, is a  block code, then successive bytes of the code 
sequence are completely independent, the process { pL,]} is ad- 
ditive (piI + p,, = p,,), and p, = E(pol)/n. For convolutional 
codes we must take into account the memory of the code. 

Note that 7, refers to an expected error probability in the 
encoded sequence and not in the original message sequence. 
However, we can in a standard way bound the message sequenre 
error probability by a constant “amplification f_actor” times P,. 
(See, e.g., [ll, p. 333ff.l.) Before we estimate P, we require a 
result which is equivalent to the Singleton bound in the special 
case where d  is binary. 

Theorem 2: Let d  be a ternary sequence. The minimum num- 
ber of mismatches that an encoder must make in an attempt to 
match a C,, code sequence with d  does not exceed the linear 
dimension of the subspace of CaL consisting of those co’ that 
bind d. 

Proof: Clearly, the sequences in CO’ that bind d  form a 
subspace of Cal. If this subspace is infinite dimensional, then we 
have nothing to prove; otherwise, say its dimension is t. We 
exhibit a  binary y with weight not exceeding t such that there is 
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Fig. 2. Encoding error fraction p, for rate l/2 codes (1,l + D) and (1 + D 
+ D2,1 + 0’) with conjectured upper bound. 

a c0 E C, that matches y + d. Thus an attempt to match d  using 
c,, will produce no more than t mismatches. To produce y, we 
first choose a basis hi,. . . , h, of the subspace and think of these 
as rows of a  matrix. The matrix has full row rank, and hence we 
may select t independent columns from it. Some linear combina- 
tion of these columns will equal the column (hi. d, h,. d; . ., 
h, .d)‘; let y be the binary vector whose ones indicate the 
selection of columns in this linear combination. The weight of y 
does not exceed t and hi .( y + d) = 0 for each i. Now whenever 
c$ E CO’ binds d, it is a  linear combination of the h, and hence 
c: .( y + d) = 0; i.e., I$ E M( y + d) ‘. From Theorem 1 we see 
that y + d  can be matched by a C, code sequence. 

Suppose that Cs’ has A, fundamental words of weight i. (By a 
fundamental word we mean, in terms of the state diagram, a 
cycle beginning and ending at the all-zero state; for a  block code 
this is an n-bit codeword.) Our next theorem upper-bounds P, 
for block codes in terms of the generating function of the A,. We 
strongly believe the theorem is valid for convolutional codes as 
well (cf. Fig. 2), but a  different proof is needed to demonstrate 
this. 

Theorem 3: Suppose a-block code Cal has A, fundamental 
words of weight i. Then P, I (1/2n)C,.,A,f’. 
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Proof: Enumerate the words of Cal as 0 = co’, c: , . . , c&-i 
and define the random variables X, , 0 I i I 2’ - 1, as 

x,= l 
i 

if c,’ binds d and c,~ . d = 1; 
0, otherwise. 

Consider Z = X, + . . . + X,,- 1. If Z = 0, then Theorem 1 shows 
that pLol = 0. Suppose Z > 0 and that the dimension of the 
subspace of C,,’ consisting of words binding d is t > 0. Then of 
the 2’ words in this subspace, half have an inner product with-a d 
of 1. Thus from Theorem 2, p,,i I t I 2’-’ = Z. Hence P, = 
E(pol)/n( E(Z)/n=(EX,+ ... + EXzrm,)/n. Now we sim- 
ply note that E( X,) = P( Xi = 1) = l/2 P(c,’ binds d) = 
1/2f”‘(“+ ) to complete the proof. 

Since the proof of Theorem 3 uses a weak inequality (t I 2’-i), 
one wonders whether it is a reasonable estimate. Our next result 
shows that it is and that for block codes, P, - A, f d/2 n as f + 0, 
where d is the minimum distance of Ca’. 

Theorem 4: Suppose that COj has free distance d and that the 
maximum degree of the A, words of weight d is v. Then 

1 PO 
Fez-- 

n 1+vp,’ 

where P~=$A,~~-$A~(A~-~)~‘~~/*~. 

Proof First we show that P(P,+~,~~+~ >= 1) 2 po; that is, p. 
is a lower bound on the probability that at least one mismatch 
occurs among bytes numbered v + 1, v + 2; . .,2v + 1. Let E, 
denote the event that a co’ E Co’ exists with the following 
properties: a) ’ co is one of the fundamental words of weight d, 
delayed to begin at byte v + i; b) c& binds d; c) co’ . d = 1. We 
see that if E, occurs, then there must be at least one mismatch 
among bytes v +1;..,2v +l. Hence P(/.L~+~,~~+~ 2.1) 2 P(E,) 
=c,-c,+ ... 2 C, -x2, where the latter expressions refer to 
the following inclusion-exclusion argument: C, is the sum over 
all co’ satisfying a) of the probability of b) and c); x2 is the sum 
over all pairs of distinct words satisfying a) of the probability 
that both words satisfy b) and c), etc. Cr can be given exactly: 
each co’ satisfies b) with probability f d, and given that it satisfies 
b), it satisfies c) with probability l/2. Hence C, = (1/2)Adfd. In 
the second sum, if co’ and ci’ both satisfy a) and b), then so 
does their union. However, 2w(c,$ UC:) = w(ct)+ w(ct)+ 
w( co’ + ct ) 2 3d. This means that there must be at least [3d/2] 
defects among the bytes in question, and hence 

Putting these together yields P( E,) 2 C, -X2 2 po. 
Note that events E,, Ey+2, E2v+3,. . ., separated by v + 1 bytes, 

are independent, and- thus it is possible to conclude (using 
superadditivity) that P, 2 po/n( v + 1). To obtain the stronger 
bound of the theorem we must take into account dependent 
events. We construct two sequences of random variables 
Y,,Y,;.. and i,,i,;.. so that among the first i, bytes at least 
Y, + . . . + Y, mismatches occur. Initially, set Y, = 0 and i, = 0. 
Having determined Y, and i,, set 

1 if event 
Y 

E, 
k+l = 

k + y + 1 occurs ; 

0 otherwise; 

i, +(v+l), 
ik+L= 

if event EiI+y+l occurs; 

i, tl, otherwise. 

In effect, we scan forward from byte i, + v + 1 to see if some- 
thing “bad” happens. If it does, we record this fact in Y,,, and 
move forward to scan from the independent position i, + 2( v + 1); 
if it does not, we only move forward one byte for the next scan. 

Let S, = Y, + . . . + Yk. Then we must have at least Sk mis- 
matches among the first i, bytes that are examined. Also, i, = k 
+ vS, . Hence 

?, = sup E&+&j) L E(CL”+i,,k+Y+,/%) 
j>v+l 

>t’(S,/ni,)=E(S,/n(k+vSk))=iE[(v+k/S,,-’]. 

To estimate this expectation, we need to know the moments of 
S,. First, E(S,) = E(Y,)+ .. . + E(Y,) = kE(Y,) = kP(y, =l) 
2 kp,. To calculate the variance a*( Sk), we observe that the Y 
are “almost” independent. By considering the possibility that 
Y=O, Y+,=O;..,Y+,~,=O,weseethat Y,, maydependon 
y. However, Y+,+i is independent of { Y : j 5 i } since the new 
scan is beyond the reach of the i th scan. Thus 

u’(S,)=E(S,2)-(E(&))* 

- c -wP(~) 
lsi,jjk 

= c %I;)-E@‘@(q) 
lji.jsk 

= i c E(Y,I;)-E(I:)E(q) 
i=l lj-ilsv 

=; c P(Y=landY=l)-P(Y=l)P(y=l) 
i=l ljpilsv 

sk(v+l), 

using the trivial fact that no summand is larger than 1. Finally, 
we have the result of the theorem: 

=l/nlim,sup t (v+k/j)-‘P(S,=j) 
j=l 

2 l/n lim k sup c (v + k/j) 
-1 

{J: kp, - k2/3 C/$E(Sk)+k2’3) 

.P(S, = j) 

2 l/n lim, sup( v + k/( kpo - k2j3))-l 

.P(kpo-k2’3jSLsE(Sk)+k2’3) 

From Chebyshev’s inequality, 

IV. THE ENCODING PROCEDURE 

The task of the encoder is to produce a sequence with pre- 
scribed (by defects and encoded information) output bits at 
defect locations. For this purpose one can use a regular Viterbi 
decoder. The Viterbi decoding algorithm used on a binary sym- 
metric channel minimizes the Hamming distance between a re- 
ceived sequence and a possible encoded sequence. Here we are 
only interested in producing a sequence with a minimum number 
of mismatches, or encoding errors, at the defect locations. There- 
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fore, the Hamming distance is only measured at defect positions. 
It is one in case of a  mismatch; in all other cases it is zero. Due 
to the optimality of the Viterbi decoding algorithm, a sequence is 
produced with a minimum number of mismatches and hence 
encoding errors. However, the complexity of the Viterbi decoder 
grows exponentially with the constraint length of the code. 
Therefore, for long constraint length codes, one must use sequen- 
tial decoding procedures, such as Fano decoding [2]. The Fano 
decoding algorithm is a search along a possible path through the 
code tree, one branch at a  time. W ith each node in the tree we 
associate the number of mismatches caused by the sequence that 
leads to that particular node. The encoder (decoder) may move 
forward to an adjacent node iff the number of mismatches of the 
adjacent node stays below a threshold T. If the encoder cannot 
move forward without violating the threshold, it returns to a 
preceding node to try an alternate path. We  assume a finite 
back-up depth equal to B branches; i.e., the encoder may step 
back until it is B branches away from the farthest node ever 
reached. If no path is possible, then we raise the threshold by 1. 
The main difference between this algorithm and the classical 
Fano algorithm is the choice of the branch metric and the 
threshold step size 6. However, if we allow the encoder to operate 
with high computational complexity, it finds a sequence as good 
as the Viterbi decoder does, for we use the same branch metric. 

We  simulated the Fano encoding algorithm under the forego- 
ing conditions for several defect fractions and code rates. The 
information sequence was divided into frames of 512 bytes. The 
back-up depth B was set to 4u, where LJ is the me_mory length of 
the encoder Go. We  measured the error fraction P,. Fig. 2  gives 
the encoding error fraction P, for the rate l/2 codes (1,l-t 0) 
and (1-t D + D*,l + D*), together with the upper bounds. Fig. 3  
gives the error fraction for codes where G has rate 2/3 and 7/8, 
respectively (hence Go has rate l/3 and l/8). The codes marked 
I and II have free distance 3. The other two codes I’ and II’ have 
free distance 5. The codes are systematic optimum distance 
profile (ODP) codes from Hagenauer [4]. 

In Fig. 4  we plotted the error fraction as a function of the 
back-up depth B for R =1/2 codes of memory length 2, 3, 4, 
and 6 and f = 0.3. The codes have free distance 5, 6, 7, and 9, 
respectively. In the same figure, we indicated the average number 
of forward looks, C, executed by the Fano encoder. From this 
picture it follows that for B = 4u, the complexity of the encoder 
is low. We  now briefly discuss the influence of the back-up depth 
B on the average number of computations C for rate R = l/2 
codes. A unit of computation is a forward look in the Fano 
encoder. 

Suppose the encoder tries to move forward to a node at a  tree 
level it has never reached before, or, in other words, it tries to 
make the node which is B branches back from the present node 
permanent. Then three different things can happen. First, the 
encoder may move forward without any problem (i.e., the next 
byte can be matched). For a rate R = l/2 code with both encoder 
zero-order terms equal to one, this is always possible if there is 
no double defect that cannot be matched. The probability of this 
event for a  particular branch is (l- (1/2)f *). Second, the en- 
coder might not be able to move forward without raising the 
threshold T and thus makes an encoding error. Before the 
threshold is raised, the encoder traces all possible nodes back to 
depth B. The complexity of this search is proportional to 2’, the 
maximum number of nodes visited. The threshold is raised a 
fraction 2p, of the time. Third, in case a double defect cannot be 
matched directly, the encoder has to trace back. Note, however, 
that in this case we do not allow the encoder to raise the 
threshold. Thus we assume that it is possible to find a sequence 
matching the defect pattern with the given threshold and thus the 
same number of encoding errors over the last B branches. 

Let P, denote the probability that we back up exactly t levels. 
Then the average amount of work for the third situation is 

1 f- 1 -01 

Fig. 3. Encoding error fraction Fe for rate 7/8 and rate 2/3 codes with free 
distance 3 (I,II) and free distance 5 (I’,II’). 

proportional to 
B 

c3 = c P;2’. 
t=1 

If 
B 

4t = c  P, 
i=f 

denotes the probability that we have to back up at least t levels, 
then 

B 
c, =  c q,2’-‘. 

t=1 

If the encoder must back up at least t levels, then it was not able 
to find an alternate codeword, diverging from and never merging 
with the primary sequence, that matched the defect pattern 
within these t levels (all merging sequences end up in nodes 
already investigated). Note that allowing encoding errors makes 
it easier to find such a sequence. 
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Fig. 4. Encoding error fraction i’e and average number of forward looks Z as 
function of back-up depth B for rate l/2 codes of constraint length 2, 3,4, 
and 6 are f = 0.3. 

The probability of the above event depends on the minimum 
weight w(t) of the dual codewords that leave the all-zero state 
and do not return to it within t steps. Since there are less than 2’ 
sequences of minimum weight w(t), Z3 can be bounded by 

1 R 

The minimum rate of growth, y, of w(l) is given by the smallest 
ratio of the weight of any nonzero cycle in the encoder state 
diagram and the cycle length. Hence 

1 R 

= 2fY. 1-(4fqE 

l-4fY 

For small values of t, the rate of growth of w(t) is determined by 
the distance profile of the code. To minimize Cs, one should use 
codes with an optimum distance profile [7]. 

V. BURSTS OF DEFECTS 

In this section we consider the situation where defects occur in 
bursts preceded by a defect-free period or guard space. We show 
that convolution codes with rate R = k/n can often be used at a 
defect fraction f = 1 - R, that is, at channel capacity. 

First we recall some results from Forney [3]. Let G,, and Ha be 
dual minimal encoders. The obvious realization of G, involves k 
shift registers of length v,, 1 I i 5 k. The adjoint-obvious realiza- 
tion of H; involves n - k shift registers of length vii, 1 r i 5 
n - k. Forney shows that Xvi = Cvii and that the state spaces 
CC, and XHh are isomorphic. Define vmax = maxi s i s k~i and 
vdi, z mlnlsisn-kvi I. The following theorem is used to show 
that the encoder G,, can generate a sequence that matches bursts 
of defects of n-tuples if preceded by a defect-free period, or 
guard space, of vmax n-tuples. This is useful when dealing with 
byte-oriented memories. 

Theorem 5: The encoder G,, can generate any output segment 
of n-tuples of length v,$,, with respect to a preceding guard space 
of vnlax n-tuples. 

Proof: We show that there is an input n-tuple sequence v to 
HA that meets the previous specifications such that vH6 = 0. 
Hence y must be a codeword that can be generated by G,. First 
note that in the obvious realization of G, each physical state 
corresponds to a unique abstract state. If we let the outputs of G, 
drive the syndrome former Hh, then whenever the abstract state 
of G,, is s, the abstract state of HA will be s ‘. Now suppose that 
we disconnect G, and Hi. Then for any input n-tuple sequence 
of length v,‘,,, we can make the output of HA equal to 0 by 
proper selection of s ‘. After these inputs, the resulting state si’ 
then uniquely determines a state si from the encoder G,. Hence, 
feeding the syndrome former with the encoder output that fol- 
lows from state si will give an Hi output equal to 0. Since each 
physical state of G,, uniquely determines each abstract state, it 
takes a maximum of vmax inputs to G, before a desired state s is 
reached. According to Forney, for a minimal Hh, [ Hh], has rank 
n - k, where [Hi], is the matrix of zero-order coefficients. 
Hence &, is the maximum segment length that we can tolerate 
as an input to H; and still be guaranteed of finding y. 

As in Section II, we use the output of G,, to match defect 
bursts of length VA, with respect to a guard space of length v,,. 
Suppose that it is possible to find a G, for which vi = v,,, for all 
i. Furthermore, assume that for the corresponding H;, all uiA are 
equal to v,&,. According to the foregoing, the relation kv,, = 
(n - k)vm:n must be valid for this G,, Hh combination. Hence a 
defect fraction 

f= L vmin 

din + vmax 

k 
=- 

n 

can be matched. Since the information is encoded with a rate 
R = (n - k)/n encoder, R = i - f. We now give an example of 
codes that meet this bound. 

For rate l/n generator matrices G, (code C of rate (n -1)/n), 
we take G, = [P,(D)P,(D) ... P,_l(D), P,(D)P,(D) ... 
p,,-,(D),...,P,(D)P,(D)...P,-,(D)l and 

H; = 

f’,(D) 
P,(D) 

pn-I(D) 
1 1 . . . 1 

where the polynomials P,(D) are mutually prime. If the poly- 
nomials all have the same degree, then we have a matrix accord- 
ing to Theorem 5. As an example, we have the following matrices 



for n = 2, 3, and 4: 
n=2 Go = [l,l+ D”] 

n=3 Go = [(l+ D”), D”,(l+ D”)(D”)] 

n=4 G,,=[(l+D+D”)(l+D)“,(l+D+D”)D”, 

(l+D)“D”,(l+D+DD”)(l+D”)D”]. 

The construction of these matrices can be a problem for small 
values of v and large values of n. For the foregoing matrix with 
n = 4, v should be larger than 1. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) communica- 
tion system in which the receiver employs a decision-feedback 
equalizer. We suppose that the input data stream { ak} consists 
of independent and identically distributed uk where ak can take 
o_nly~;~2m values and P{a,=-(2m-l)}= ... =P{u - 

k=l}= . . . =p{a,= 2 m + 1). We considerk a 
decision-feeadback equalizer which feeds back M decoded symbols 
(see (1.1)). The decoded data stream is { Li, } where 

a^, =Q(%) 
where the quantizer function Q(x) is given by 
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Absiract -Methods for calculating or bounding the probability of error 
in a decision-feedback equalizer when the noise component at the input of 
the quantizer is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables are briefly reviewed. A new upper bound on the proba- 
bility of error of a decision-feedback equalizer is then derived. Unlike the 
methods reviewed, this bound is valid even when the noise component at 
the input of the quantizer is a serially dependent stationary stochastic 
process. 
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Note that when { nk } is a Gaussian process and the receiver 
consists of a matched filter followed by an infinite anticausal 
zero-forcing feed-forward filter, the nk are independent random 
variables [6]. However, in many practical applications of 
decision-feedback equalizers the nk are not independent random 
variables. Consider, for example, a PAM communication system 
in which the receiver employs a decision-feedback equalizer with 
more than one tap on the anticausal feed-forward filter. Suppose 
that the baseband equivalent fixed receiver and transmitter filters 
are identical (i.e., signal shaping is evenly distributed between 
transmitter and receiver). In this case, for a frequency-selective 
channel, the nk will not be independent random variables. 

Now consider the case that the nk are not independent random 
variables. It seems that in this case the only available method of 
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